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Human-Centered AI Cleis Press
Provides information on the features of the Palm Pre, covering
such topics as phone features, using the Web browser, setting up
email, importing photographs, and adding media.
A Citizen's Guide to Artificial Intelligence JHU Press
The life of trailblazing physicist Mildred Dresselhaus, who
expanded our understanding of the physical world. As a girl
in New York City in the 1940s, Mildred “Millie” Dresselhaus
was taught that there were only three career options open to
women: secretary, nurse, or teacher. But sneaking into
museums, purchasing three-cent copies of National
Geographic, and devouring books on the history of science
ignited in Dresselhaus (1930–2017) a passion for inquiry. In
Carbon Queen, science writer Maia Weinstock describes how,
with curiosity and drive, Dresselhaus defied expectations and
forged a career as a pioneering scientist and engineer.
Dresselhaus made highly influential discoveries about the
properties of carbon and other materials and helped reshape
our world in countless ways—from electronics to aviation to
medicine to energy. She was also a trailblazer for women in
STEM and a beloved educator, mentor, and colleague. Her
path wasn’t easy. Dresselhaus’s Bronx childhood was
impoverished. Her graduate adviser felt educating women
was a waste of time. But Dresselhaus persisted, finding
mentors in Nobel Prize–winning physicists Rosalyn Yalow and
Enrico Fermi. Eventually, Dresselhaus became one of the
first female professors at MIT, where she would spend
nearly six decades. Weinstock explores the basics of
Dresselhaus’s work in carbon nanoscience accessibly and
engagingly, describing how she identified key properties of
carbon forms, including graphite, buckyballs, nanotubes, and
graphene, leading to applications that range from lighter,
stronger aircraft to more energy-efficient and flexible
electronics.
A Modern Guide to Online Etiquette, from Social Media to Work to Love
"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Can we change the minds of science deniers? Encounters with flat earthers,
anti-vaxxers, coronavirus truthers, and others. "Climate change is a hoax--and
so is coronavirus." "Vaccines are bad for you." These days, many of our fellow
citizens reject scientific expertise and prefer ideology to facts. They are not
merely uninformed--they are misinformed. They cite cherry-picked evidence,
rely on fake experts, and believe conspiracy theories. How can we convince
such people otherwise? How can we get them to change their minds and
accept the facts when they don't believe in facts? In this book, Lee McIntyre
shows that anyone can fight back against science deniers, and argues that it's
important to do so. Science denial can kill. Drawing on his own
experience--including a visit to a Flat Earth convention--as well as academic
research, McIntyre outlines the common themes of science denialism, present
in misinformation campaigns ranging from tobacco companies' denial in the
1950s that smoking causes lung cancer to today's anti-vaxxers. He describes
attempts to use his persuasive powers as a philosopher to convert Flat Earthers;
surprising discussions with coal miners; and conversations with a scientist
friend about genetically modified organisms in food. McIntyre offers tools and
techniques for communicating the truth and values of science, emphasizing
that the most important way to reach science deniers is to talk to them calmly
and respectfully--to put ourselves out there, and meet them face to face.
Reimagining Sustainable Cities Simon and Schuster
A pair of technology experts describe how humans will have to keep pace
with machines in order to become prosperous in the future and identify
strategies and policies for business and individuals to use to combine digital
processing power with human ingenuity.
Closed Captioning Harvard Business Press
"As esports has grown, the need for professional legal
representation has grown with it. Justin's Essential Guide to
the Business & Law of Esports & Professional Video Gaming
provides a great baseline and will help prevent the legal horror
stories of esports in the past." Mitch Reames, AdWeek and
Esports Insider "Justin’s exploration of the business and law
side of the esports sector fills a gap of knowledge that is an
absolute necessity in truly understanding the esports space."
Kevin Hitt, The Esports Observer The Essential Guide to the
Business & Law of Esports & Professional Video Gaming
covers everything you need to know about the past, present,
and future of esports and professional video gaming. The book
is written by one of the foremost attorneys and business
practitioners in today’s esports and professional gaming
scene, Justin M. Jacobson, Esq. This guide is meant to
provide you with an in-depth look at the business and legal
matters associated with the esports world. • Includes coverage
of the stakeholders in the esports business "ecosystem,"
including the talent, the teams, the publishers, and the event

organizers. • Explores various legal fields involved with esports,
including intellectual property, employment and player unions,
business investments and tax "write-offs," immigration and
visas, event operation tips, social media and on-stream
promotions, and much more. • The most current book on the
market, with actual contract provisions modeled on existing
major esports player, coach, shoutcaster, and sponsorship
agreements. About the Author Justin M. Jacobson, Esq. is an
entertainment and esports attorney located in New York City.
For the last decade, he has worked with professional athletes,
musicians, producers, DJs, record labels, fashion designers, as
well as professional gamers, streamers, coaches, on-air talent,
and esports organizations. He assists these creative individuals
with their contract, copyright, trademark, immigration, tax, and
related business, marketing, and legal issues. He is a frequent
contributor to many industry publications and has been
featured on a variety of entertainment, music, and esports
publications and podcasts, including Business Insider, The
Esports Observer, Esports Insider, Tunecore, and Sport
Techie. Justin has positioned himself as a top esports business
professional working with talent in a variety of franchise
leagues including the Overwatch League, Overwatch
Contenders, and Call of Duty Pro League as well as in many
popular competitive titles such as Fortnite, CS:GO, Gears of
War, Halo, Super Smash Brothers, Rainbow 6, PUBG,
Madden, and FIFA and mobile games such as Brawlhalla,
Clash of Clans, and Call of Duty mobile. Previously, he worked
with various esports talent agencies as well as in an official
capacity on behalf of several esports teams and brands.
Ten Strategies of a World-Class Cybersecurity Operations Center
HarperCollins
From the first dog to the first beefalo, from farming to CRISPR, the
human history of remaking nature When the 2020 Nobel Prize was
awarded to the inventors of CRISPR, the revolutionary gene-editing
tool, it underlined our amazing and apparently novel powers to alter
nature. But as biologist Beth Shapiro argues in Life as We Made It,
this phenomenon isn’t new. Humans have been reshaping the
world around us for ages, from early dogs to modern bacteria
modified to pump out insulin. Indeed, she claims, reshaping
nature—resetting the course of evolution, ours and others’—is the
essence of what our species does. In exploring our evolutionary and
cultural history, Shapiro finds a course for the future. If we have
always been changing nature to help us survive and thrive, then we
need to avoid naive arguments about how we might destroy it with
our meddling, and instead ask how we can meddle better. Brilliant
and insightful, Life as We Made It is an essential book for the
decades to come.
Life as We Made It Peachpit Press
The next frontier in technology is inside our own bodies. Synthetic
biology will revolutionize how we define family, how we identify
disease and treat aging, where we make our homes, and how we
nourish ourselves. This fast-growing field—which uses computers to
modify or rewrite genetic code—has created revolutionary,
groundbreaking solutions such as the mRNA COVID vaccines, IVF,
and lab-grown hamburger that tastes like the real thing. It gives us
options to deal with existential threats: climate change, food
insecurity, and access to fuel. But there are significant risks. Who
should decide how to engineer living organisms? Whether
engineered organisms should be planted, farmed, and released into
the wild? Should there be limits to human enhancements? What
cyber-biological risks are looming? Could a future biological war,
using engineered organisms, cause a mass extinction event? Amy
Webb and Andrew Hessel’s riveting examination of synthetic
biology and the bioeconomy provide the background for thinking
through the upcoming risks and moral dilemmas posed by
redesigning life, as well as the vast opportunities waiting for us on
the horizon.
Our Quest to Rewrite Life in the Age of Synthetic Biology
Santa Monica Press
Return to The Meridian with New York Times bestselling
author Rebecca Roanhorse’s sequel to the most critically
hailed epic fantasy of 2020 Black Sun—finalist for the Hugo,
Nebula, Lambda, and Locus awards. There are no tides more
treacherous than those of the heart. —Teek saying The great
city of Tova is shattered. The sun is held within the smothering
grip of the Crow God’s eclipse, but a comet that marks the
death of a ruler and heralds the rise of a new order is
imminent. The Meridian: a land where magic has been codified
and the worship of gods suppressed. How do you live when
legends come to life, and the faith you had is rewarded? As
sea captain Xiala is swept up in the chaos and currents of
change, she finds an unexpected ally in the former Priest of
Knives. For the Clan Matriarchs of Tova, tense alliances form
as far-flung enemies gather and the war in the heavens is
reflected upon the earth. And for Serapio and Naranpa, both
now living avatars, the struggle for free will and personhood in
the face of destiny rages. How will Serapio stay human when
he is steeped in prophecy and surrounded by those who desire
only his power? Is there a future for Naranpa in a transformed

Tova without her total destruction? Welcome back to the
fantasy series of the decade in Fevered Star—book two of
Between Earth and Sky.
Turn on the Words! No Starch Press
Got a great game idea? This complete do-it-yourself guide shows
you how to make your game idea a reality for the iPhone and iPad.
By developing a real game hands-on through the course of this
book, you’ll get a thorough introduction to Xcode and Objective-C,
while learning how to implement game logic, sophisticated graphics,
game physics, sounds, and computer AI. Author Todd Moore taught
himself how to create an iPhone game in a week, with no previous
knowledge of Apple’s development tools. Now he develops
smartphone games and apps full time. With this book, any coder
can turn game ideas into real products, ready for the App Store. Get
started by writing a simple game in only 20 lines of code Build a
complete air hockey game from scratch Learn best practices for
tracking multiple screen touches Use animation loops and create
collision functions Get the tools you need to build your own stunning
game graphics Apply game physics to give your game a sense of
realism Record and edit lifelike sound effects, and create your own
background music Design a computer player with different levels of
difficulty Featuring an introduction by Steve Wozniak Todd Moore
founded TMSOFT to create unique smart phone applications and
games. His most popular game title, Card Counter, was featured by
Engadget, the Los Angeles Times, and CNET TV. Todd’s most
popular application, White Noise, was featured by iTunes, Health
Magazine, The Washington Post, PC Magazine, and Late Night with
Jimmy Fallon.
Google Nexus 7 Tablet BenBella Books
Your all-in-one guide to unleashing your Mac’s full
potential It’s a Mac world out there. But if you haven’t
read the instruction manual, you may be neglecting some
of your computer’s coolest features. Turn to Macs All-in-
One For Dummies’ jam-packed guide to access the
incredible tools within your computer. With this fully
updated reference, you will learn how to use Launchpad
and Mission Control; protect your Mac; back up and
restore data with Time Machine; sync across devices in
iCloud; import, organize, and share photos; direct in
iMovie; compose in GarageBand; and so much more. The
possibilities are endless with such a powerful tool.
Includes 6 minibooks: Mac Basics, Online
Communications, Beyond the Basics, Your Mac as a
Multimedia Entertainment Center, Taking Care of
Business, and Mac Networking Walks you through setting
up and sending e-mail, surfing the web with Safari,
organizing your files and folders, connecting to a network,
creating Reminders and Notifications, finding your way
with Maps, staying organized with Calendar and Notes,
and customizing your Mac just the way you want it
Features updated coverage of OS X Mavericks, the latest
Macintosh computers, the newest versions of iLife and
iWork, and noteworthy trends and tools on the market for
this fourth edition Whether you’re new to the Apple craze
or a dedicated Mac user from the onset, there’s
something for everyone in this bestselling guide to making
friends with your Mac.
Visual QuickStart Guide Rough Guides UK
For readers of Bad Blood and Empire of Pain, an
authoritative look at monopoly medicine from the dawn of
patents through the race for COVID-19 vaccines and how
the privatization of public science has prioritized profits
over people. Owning the Sun tells the story of one of the
most contentious fights in human history: the legal right to
control the production of lifesaving medicines. Medical
science began as a discipline geared toward the
betterment of all human life, but the merging of research
with intellectual property and the rise of the
pharmaceutical industry warped and eventually
undermined its ethical foundations. Since the Second
World War, federally funded research has facilitated most
major medical breakthroughs, yet these drugs are often
wholly controlled by price-gouging corporations with
growing international ambitions. Why does the U.S.
government fund the development of medical science in
the name of the public, only to relinquish exclusive rights
to drug companies, and how does such a system
impoverish us, weaken our responses to global crises,
and, as in the case of AIDS and COVID-19, put the world
at risk? Outlining how generations of public health and
science advocates have attempted to hold the line against
Big Pharma and their allies in government, Alexander
Zaitchik’s first-in-kind history documents the rise of
medical monopoly in the United States and its subsequent
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globalization. From the controversial arrival of patent-
wielding German drug firms in the late nineteenth century,
to present-day coordination between industry and
philanthropic organizations—including the influential Gates
Foundation—that stymie international efforts to vaccinate
the world against COVID-19, Owning the Sun tells one of
the most important and least understood histories of our
time.
The Second Machine Age: Work, Progress, and Prosperity in a
Time of Brilliant Technologies CreateSpace
The G-spot, the powerhouse of female orgasm, is often veiled
in mystery and confusion - many believing it to be nothing
more than urban legend! With wit and panache, sex educator
and bestselling writer Violet blue introduces readers to G-spot
play. Beginning with an anatomical guide and incorporating
suggestions for couple-play, positions, toys and safer sex, this
guide will lead readers to thrilling new sensations and earth-
shaking, bed-breaking, gale-force climaxes! Any girl can
unleash her own orgasmic superpower with The Smart Girl's
Guide to the G-spot.
Strategies for Designing Greener, Healthier, More
Equitable Communities John Wiley & Sons
Kids deserve a better digital future. Help them create it.
When it comes to raising children in a digital world, every
parent feels underprepared and overwhelmed. We worry
that our children will become addicted to online games, be
victims of cyberbullying, or get lost down the rabbit hole of
social media. We warn them about all the things they
shouldn't do online, but we don't do nearly enough to
teach them the skills of digital well-being. It's time to start
a new conversation. In Digital for Good, EdTech expert
Richard Culatta argues that technology can be a powerful
tool for learning, solving humanity's toughest problems,
and bringing us closer together. He offers a refreshingly
positive framework for preparing kids to be successful in a
digital world—one that encourages them to use technology
proactively and productively—by outlining five qualities
every young person should develop in order to become a
thriving, contributing digital citizen: Be balanced:
understand when and how much tech use is healthy Stay
informed: discern between true and false information Be
inclusive: treat others with respect and kindness online Be
engaged: use tech to strengthen family relationships and
community connections Stay alert: exercise caution and
create safe digital spaces for others This practical guide
will help parents and children discover the path to
becoming effective digital citizens, all while making our
online world a better place.
Fevered Star Penguin
"Delightful, funny, and yet rigorous and intelligent: only Jorge
and Daniel can reach this exquisite balance." —Carlo Rovelli,
author of Seven Brief Lessons on Physics and Helgoland
You’ve got questions: about space, time, gravity, and the odds
of meeting your older self inside a wormhole. All the answers
you need are right here. As a species, we may not agree on
much, but one thing brings us all together: a need to know. We
all wonder, and deep down we all have the same big
questions. Why can’t I travel back in time? Where did the
universe come from? What’s inside a black hole? Can I
rearrange the particles in my cat and turn it into a dog?
Researcher-turned-cartoonist Jorge Cham and physics
professor Daniel Whiteson are experts at explaining science in
ways we can all understand, in their books and on their
popular podcast, Daniel and Jorge Explain the Universe. With
their signature blend of humor and oh-now-I-get-it clarity, Jorge
and Daniel offer short, accessible, and lighthearted answers to
some of the most common, most outrageous, and most
profound questions about the universe they’ve received. This
witty, entertaining, and fully illustrated book is an essential
troubleshooting guide for the perplexing aspects of reality, big
and small, from the invisible particles that make up your body
to the identical version of you currently reading this exact
sentence in the corner of some other galaxy. If the universe
came with an FAQ, this would be it.
How 50,000 Years of Human Innovation Refined—and
Redefined—Nature Tordotcom
The remarkable progress in algorithms for machine and
deep learning have opened the doors to new
opportunities, and some dark possibilities. However, a
bright future awaits those who build on their working
methods by including HCAI strategies of design and
testing. As many technology companies and thought
leaders have argued, the goal is not to replace people, but
to empower them by making design choices that give
humans control over technology. In Human-Centered AI,
Professor Ben Shneiderman offers an optimistic realist's
guide to how artificial intelligence can be used to augment
and enhance humans' lives. This project bridges the gap
between ethical considerations and practical realities to
offer a road map for successful, reliable systems. Digital
cameras, communications services, and navigation apps
are just the beginning. Shneiderman shows how future
applications will support health and wellness, improve

education, accelerate business, and connect people in
reliable, safe, and trustworthy ways that respect human
values, rights, justice, and dignity.
Practical Tips for Staying Safe Online MIT Press
Whatever you want to do, The Rough Guide to the iPad 3rd
edition has it covered: from FaceTime video-calling to to iPhoto
image editing to HD TV streaming. This book tells you
everything you need to know about the 3rd generation iPad.
The Rough Guide to the iPad covers everything from buying
advice, and the low-down on the features you get straight out
of the box, to advanced tips and reviews of the most useful
apps. This new edition covers all the latest software
developments, including syncing via iCloud, iBooks 2,
multitouch gestures, iTunes Music Match and advanced photo
editing. And of course, all you need to know about the glorious
new retina display. If you are new to iPad or looking to upgrade
to the latest model, this Rough Guide will show you how to
make the most of the world's most iconic tablet. Now available
in ePub format.
The Invisible Universe John Wiley & Sons
Carbon QueenThe Remarkable Life of Nanoscience
Pioneer Mildred DresselhausMIT Press
Palm Pre For Dummies PublicAffairs
A joyful tornado of history, criticism, and memoir about a
Super Nintendo RPG that took 20 years to find its
audience.
EarthBound Oxford University Press
The easy way to have fun with your iPhone - fully updated
for iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus! Are you all about your
iPhone? You've come to the right place! iPhone All-in-One
For Dummies covers all the basics and beyond to give you
hands-on, all-encompassing coverage of your new
smartphone. Written in plain English and packed with tons
of full-color photographs that help bring the information to
life, this friendly guide shows you how to activate the
iPhone, control the multi-touch and voice-recognition
interfaces, tour the iPhone's built-in apps and settings, set
up security features, start sending texts, and configure e-
mail. Next, it moves on to tackling the iPhone's more
advanced features, like capturing and sharing photos,
tapping into maps, acquiring and listening to music,
creating and sharing notes and memos, making video
calls with FaceTime, and much more. Fully updated to
reflect Apple's newest iPhone hardware and iOS software,
along with the new iLife and iWork apps, this new edition
of iPhone All-in-One For Dummies takes the guesswork
out of making the most of your iPhone. If you're using your
Apple smartphone at home, at work, or on the go,
everything you need to have fun and work smarter with
your iPhone is right inside. Covers iPhone 6, iPhone 6
Plus, iPhone 5s, iPhone 5c, and older iPhone models
Offers five full-color books of content that add up to nearly
600 pages of material—big bang for your buck Provides
steps for setting up your iPhone and synching with iCloud
Includes complementary online video course material
Walks through troubleshooting and fixing common iPhone
problems Whether this is your first iPhone or an upgrade
to the latest version, iPhone All-in-One For Dummies
helps you unlock all of its incredible capabilities.
What Augmented Reality Means for Our Lives, Our Work, and
the Way We Imagine the Future John Wiley & Sons
This engaging study traces the development of closed
captioning—a field that emerged in the 1970s and 1980s from
decades-long developments in cinematic subtitling, courtroom
stenography, and education for the deaf. Gregory J. Downey
discusses how digital computers, coupled with human mental
and physical skills, made live television captioning possible.
Downey's survey includess the hidden information workers
who mediate between live audiovisual action and the
production of visual track and written records. His work
examines communication technology, human geography, and
the place of labor in a technologically complex and spatially
fragmented world. Illustrating the ways in which technological
development grows out of government regulation, education
innovation, professional profit-seeking, and social activism, this
interdisciplinary study combines insights from several fields,
among them the history of technology, human geography,
mass communication, and information studies.
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